
Commercial Singapore
Our client is a global insurance fi rm who seeks 
a SG-qualifi ed corporate/commercial lawyer 
to join their expanding team. Scope of work 
is varied and prior experience in the insurance 
sector would be a bonus. Strong drafting skills 
are essential. Ref: JP142301. 4-8 years

Corporate/Commercial Singapore
Opportunities exist for experienced corporate/
commercial lawyers to join the in-house team for 
one of the world’s largest telecommunications 
provider. Work will involve general corporate 
matters, commercial agreements/infrastructure 
supply docs. Ref: JP142901. 2-5 years

Legal Counsel Singapore
An excellent opportunity to join this well 
established public R&D and technology 
organisation has arisen for SG-qualifi ed lawyers 
relating to technology and commercial law. IT 
experience is not essential and ex-litigation 
candidates welcome. Ref: 138201. 1-3 years

Regional Legal Director Singapore
Global US energy and logistics company seek 
head of legal for their Singapore hub. You will 
be expected to lead acquisitions and handle all 
legal matters within Asia-Pac. Transactional 
M&A/energy background with downstream 
experience preferred. Ref: 143701. 10+ years

Corporate/IT Singapore
Newly created role within the legal team of 
this global IT giant. You will have a corporate/IT 
background, ideally with experience in emerging 
markets in the SE Asia region and exposure to 
compliance and FCPA related matters. Up to 
S$200,000. Ref: 140601. 5-8 years

Hotels/Real Estate Singapore
Corporate counsel sought by international 
luxury hotel brand. Corporate, commercial or 
real estate law background preferred. The role 
will focus on condominium, timeshare, resort 
operations, consumer protection and contract 
law. Ref: 140601. 5+ years

Transportation Singapore
Join the expanding legal team of this Singapore 
based international transportation company. 
You will advise the project team covering 
India, China and SE Asia. Strong commercial 
experience is essential. Up to S$120,000.          
Ref: 145001. 3-6 years

Trade & Structured Finance Singapore 
Renowned fi nancial institution seeks a trade 
& structured fi nance lawyer to join its busy 
treasury & securities services group. The position 
will cover all areas of trade fi nancing coupled 
with custody & securities lending transactions.
Ref: 141901. 10+  years

Corporate - Logistics Singapore (West) 
Leading logistics fi rm seeks an articulate and 
ambitious corporate lawyer to provide general 
commercial legal support and advice to its SE 
Asia business. Applicants should have the ability 
to read and write Chinese legal contracts. Apply 
now. Ref: 144901.  3-5 years

Senior Project Finance Singapore
This international fi rm seeks an ambitious 
fi nance lawyer who is looking to step up to 
partnership shortly. You should have at least 6 
years’ experience gained in a top law fi rm and 
ideally have experience of SE Asian projects.  
Ref: 144001. 6+ years

Disputes Singapore
This US law fi rm seeks an arbitration and 
disputes lawyer with an emphasis on shipping, 
construction (offshore, marine, building and 
infrastructure) and insurance (both non-marine 
and marine). Experience in Asia and London 
required. Ref: 144501. 4-7 years

Corporate Singapore 
This Magic Circle fi rm is ideally looking for one 
or two Singapore-qualifi ed corporate lawyers 
with top-tier backgrounds to join the team.  You 
should be, as a minimum, 2009 qualifi ed. Work 
is mainly cross-border M&A and some general 
corporate. Ref: 132101. 2-5 years

US Securities Singapore 
You will focus on public and private international 
securities offerings and cross-border mergers 
and acquisitions, including the representation 
of non-US based companies in transactions 
involving US federal securities laws. An excellent 
opportunity. Ref: 140101. 3-7 years

Banking & Finance Singapore
This UK fi rm seeks general banking/asset 
fi nance lawyers to join their busy fi nance 
practice. Opportunity to practice across a range 
of disciplines including project/asset/general 
banking. Excellent platform for a Singapore 
-qualifi ed lawyer. Ref: 129601. 2+ years

Funds Singapore 
This UK fi rm is looking for someone to advise 
on a variety of fund matters including private 
fund formation, establishment and registration 
of retail & exchange traded funds, rules for 
marketing funds and relevant regulatory 
expertise expected. Ref: 139101. 3-5 years

TMT Hong Kong
International fi rm seeks a common-law qualifi ed 
lawyer to work on cutting-edge TMT/corporate 
transactions advising blue-chip corporate clients 
and leading investment banks. Fluent Mandarin 
is essential. Prior TMT experience is preferred. 
Ref: 171900. 2+ years

Corporate Hong Kong
Multiple opportunities for corporate lawyers 
with fl uent Mandarin language skills exist in 
Hong Kong with international fi rms. Both US 
and UK fi rms are looking for corporate lawyers, 
preferably with some IPO experience to work in 
booming market. Ref: 2712. 2+ years

Shipping Litigation Hong Kong
This UK fi rm with an internationally renowned 
shipping litigation practice seeks a common-law 
qualifi ed shipping litigation lawyer to join their 
team in Hong Kong. No foreign language skills 
are required. Insurance defence experience is 
particularly valued. Ref: 172400. 3-5 years

In-House

Private Practice
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To discuss any of these roles, call Hayden Gordine or Helen Howard on +65 6420 0500 or 
email haydengordine@taylorroot.com or helenhoward@taylorroot.com

Please note our advertisements use PQE/salary levels purely as a guide. However we are happy to consider 
applications from all candidates who are able to demonstrate the skills necessary to fulfi l the role.

Hayden Gordine
Singapore

It’s no surprise that our name is so well known. We’ve been a leader in specialist legal 
recruitment for more than 22 years with one of the strongest brands in the market. Alongside 
our reputation for professionalism and integrity, it’s why so many law fi rms come to us 
when they’re hiring. Which means we can open more doors for you. To see the full range 
of opportunities currently available across our global offi ce network or for an informal 
discussion about your career, contact us on +65 6420 0500 or visit taylorroot.com.sg

Expect our profi le 
to raise yours
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